LVIS Scoring

To score the LVIS, convert responses as follows:
Yes = 1
No = 0
None = 0
Some = 1
Many = 2

Verbal Communication Items
2: ____
2i: ____
3: ____
3i: ____
19: ____
20: ____
21: ____
24: ____
25: ____
26: ____
27: ____
28: ____
Sum of Above Items: ____ = Verbal Communication Score

Alternative Communication Items
4: ____
6: ____
11: ____
12: ____
13: ____
14: ____
15: ____
16: ____
17: ____
18: ____
29: ____
Sum of Above Items: ____ = Alternative Communication Score

Nonverbal Communication Items
Sum of Items
7: ____
8: ____
9: ____
10: ____
22: ____
Sum of Above Items: ____ = Nonverbal Communication Score